
Well guys, we find ourselves here again.  Another Sunday, another lesson.  How has your week 
been?  Has school mostly been review so far, or have you moved onto some new, challenging, 
exciting things?  Asher said that his classes have definitely been ramping up, but he’s liking the 
challenge, and I hope you guys are enjoying this school year so far, too.  I also hope that if 
you’re out around other people that you’re being vigilant with the masks and the social 
distancing and that you’re keeping your hands washed.  We don’t know if we could handle it if 
any of you guys got sick!  We know we’re probably preaching to the choir here, that you’re all 
pretty smart and know how to stay safe, but we stay worried about you, especially since we 
haven’t seen you in MONTHS. 
 
So today, we’re going to do something a little bit differently.  The last few weeks have been 
pretty hard and heavy, with a lot of information, a lot of things to think about, and some difficult 
topics to mull over.  I wanted to slow down a bit this week and for all of us to take a slight break 
before we pick up steam again next week.  Does that sound good to you guys?  I am going to 
assume you all said yes. 
 
I’ve said this before, but studying philosophy is, I think, a very important thing for us all to do. 
As Alberto said many times in Sophie’s World, studying philosophy enables us to more critically 
evaluate the world around us, it shows us that there are many questions to ask about the 
“who’s” and “why’s” of the world, and it pushes us to ask these questions in order to better 
understand and appreciate what is happening around us.  Ever since we started looking into 
philosophy with the introduction of Sophie’s World, you have been exposed to a long line of 
philosophers, all with varying beliefs and views on the world and its machinations.  We didn’t do 
this to overwhelm you or anything - the purpose was to expose you to many different ways of 
thinking, maybe give you views to consider that you may never have before.  I’m betting that 
there were a couple that made you stop and say, “Man, that guys doesn’t have a clue about 
what he’s saying!  How could he be so wrong about everything but still be considered a giant in 
philosophy?”  I know I did that a couple of times.  But what made each of these people 
important was that they brought forth either new ideas or rexamined existing ideas to such an 
extent that they drove people to better question the world around them, to seek further 
understanding in places where they recognized that they had a deficiency.  Now, did some 
people just read their works and take it at face value without trying to find their own, personal 
interpretation of the words and the author’s view on the world?  Sure.  But, as you no doubt 
noticed during the course of the book, each successive generation of philosopher found 
inspiration from and springboarded off the works of those who had come before, adding their 
own unique voice to things. 
 
What philosophers were you guys’ favorites?  I liked Hume, Sartre, and Foucault the best (I 
think dedicating three lessons so far to Foucault is evidence that I like him).  I prefer 
philosophers who take a more subjective look at the world, recognize the human element in it 
all, and aren’t afraid to pull up the rock of society and shine a light on all of the things crawling 
underneath that are usually hidden from view, which is something the postmodern philosophers 
really focus on (I like Hume because his philosophy was all about being a good person and 



enjoying life in a kind, fun way).  Maybe you guys like the existentialist philosophers who 
determined that there is no point to life other than the point you decide to give it, or maybe you 
like the philosophy that argues in favor of something larger than ourselves at play.  Maybe 
you’re REALLY into the ancient philosophers, finding yourself fascinated by the men who really 
got the ball rolling when it comes to philosophy and asking bigger questions about our world. 
 
Whatever your preference, if you find time, maybe you could send us an email talking about 
who you liked the best and why, also maybe some topics you’d like us to cover in the future. 
Usually, we’d try to get feedback from you guys and gauge interest in the classroom, but since 
that’s not an option, we’d LOVE to hear from you guys.  This is definitely a collaborative effort, 
so any input we can get from you guys would be invaluable. 
 
Anyway, that’s about all I have for today.  Like I said, I wanted to keep it kinda light today, more 
casual to give us all a chance to breathe.  I don’t know about you, but three weeks in a row 
focusing on systemic racism and the inherent biases and semi-corruption of the justice system 
is a bit exhausting and pretty depressing.  We’ll pick up again next week with something more 
focused.  I’m not exactly sure what, yet, but there are a lot of interesting things to talk and think 
about in the world and in our past, so I know that it’ll be an interesting journey for us to take 
together.  So, until next week, you guys take care and stay safe. 


